August 2021

Southern Trails
Next Meeting:
The Next Club Meeting will be held at the Canberra Deakin
Football Club at 7:30pm on Tuesday 10th August.
(Please see the Club Meetings COVID-19 Safety Plan on pg. 4)

Serenity..
(Swifts Creek)

Directory
President:
Andy Squire
(president@st4wdc.com.au)
Vice President:
Neil Coffee
(vpresident@st4wdc.com.au)
Secretary:
Lisa Tatem
(secretary@st4wdc.com.au)

General Meetings are held at the
Canberra Deakin Football Club, Grose St, Deakin
at 7:30pm on the second Tuesday of each month.
General meetings are where Club members and visitors can meet and
get information on past and future Club activities in an informal
atmosphere. Meetings regularly feature talks from experts on topics
of interest, and reports on past trips. Visitors can introduce
themselves, there is a raffle with generous prizes and a coffee break
for catching up with other members.

Treasurer:
Jim Anderson
(treasurer@st4wdc.com.au)

Ideas for guest speakers are welcome, please don’t hesitate to contact
the Committee if you know of someone who could make an
interesting and topical presentation.

Membership Secretary:
Lynne Donaldson
(membership@st4wdc.com.au)

Many members gather before the meeting to enjoy a meal or a drink at
the club.

Events and Trips Coordinator:
Michael Patrick
(trips@st4wdc.com.au)
Publications Coordinator:
Matt Warmington
(publications@st4wdc.com.au)

Publications
Website: Information regarding the Club, our activities, sponsors, and
membership is available on our website at www.st4wdc.com.au.
Facebook: the ST4WDC page includes posts regarding Club activities
and sponsors and can be found at www.facebook.com/st4wdc/.

Education Coordinator:
Bronwyn Squire
(education@st4wdc.com.au)

Southern Trails: is the ST4WDC monthly newsletter. Trip reports,
member profiles, relevant articles, and classified advertisements are
welcome, as are photographs and illustrations. Closing date for
contributions is the first Tuesday of the month. Send contributions to
publications@st4wdc.com.au.

Property Coordinator:
Rob Donaldson
(property@st4wdc.com.au)

Trips and Events

Public Relations Coordinator:
TBA
(public@st4wdc.com.au)
Information Coordinator:
Matthew Maddigan
(information@st4wdc.com.au)
General Committee Members:

An important element, some may say the lifeblood, of the Club is our
trips and events calendar. Any member can run a trip or event once
approved by the Committee, it’s a very rewarding experience.
If you’ve been thinking of booking a trip or event, head to the How to
Book for a Trip section of the website where you will find step by step
instructions. You can propose your trip or event using the Online
Form and there is a wealth of material in the Information for Trip
Leaders page and also from experienced trip leaders who are always
keen to help you run your trip or event successfully.

Francoise Zaalen-Arbaut
(general1@st4wdc.com.au)

Club Bank Account

Michael Kerr
(general2@st4wdc.com.au)

Membership fees are paid through the Club’s website. For other financial
transactions, the Club’s bank account details are:

Scott Grogan
(general3@st4wdc.com.au)

Bank:

Bank Australia

Account Name:

ST4WDC

Michael Loberger
(general4@st4wdc.com.au)

BSB Number:

313 140

Account Number:

1213 0617

When transferring payments
please include your name and
the reason for the transfer, e.g.
“J Smith clothing”, “J Smith
renew 2021”, etc.

Code of Ethics

Four Wheel Drive Australia Code Of Ethics
ST4WDC is affiliated with Four Wheel Drive Australia and we promote responsible four
wheel driving. We should all observe and support this Code of Ethics. Remember, image
is difficult to change.
•

Obey the laws and regulations for Recreational Vehicles that apply to public lands.

•

Respect the cultural, heritage and environmental values of public/private land, by
obeying restrictions that may apply.

•

Respect our flora and fauna. Stop and look, but never disturb.

•

Keep to formed vehicle tracks.

•

Keep the environment clean. Carry your own, and any other, rubbish out.

•

Keep your vehicle mechanically sound and clean to reduce the environmental impact.

•

Adopt minimal impact camping and driving practices.

•

Seek permission before driving on private land. Do not disturb livestock or watering
points, leave gates as found.

•

Take adequate water, food, fuel, basic spares and a first aid kit on trips. In remote areas
travel with another vehicle and have Royal Flying Doctor Service, or equivalent
emergency contact by radio or satellite.

•

Plan ahead and lodge trip details with a responsible person.

•

Enjoy your recreation and respect the rights of others.

•

Support four-wheel drive touring as a legitimate family activity.

•

Consider joining an affiliated four-wheel drive Club.

This Code supports the National Recreational Four Wheel Drive Vehicle Policy.
Produced by Four Wheel Drive Australia in the interest of promoting responsible vehicle
use.
For advice and assistance in meeting the requirements of this Code of Conduct contact
the Secretary
©Four Wheel Drive Australia, August 2010
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President’s Report
Andy Squire
So, did you miss me? Bet you did. Or maybe not. But I’m back and here we go for
another month. Six weeks travelling in SA, NT and QLD, crossing the Simpson, through
the Flinders, and exploring south-west Queensland was fantastic, but just not long
enough. And then to come home to arctic weather; freezing temperatures, gale force winds,
hail and sleet. Too cruel. Oh to be fully retired rather than just self-unemployed. But
enough about that. What’s been happening? Apparently, lots. Perhaps most important is
the 4WD Spectacular.
You’re probably aware by now that the 2022 Spectacular has been cancelled. The decision
to cancel has received mixed responses from members, exhibitors and the general
public. The majority response that I have seen is a combination of disappointment and
frustration (and there were a lot of angry face emoji’s on Facebook). And I get it. Believe
me. I have been one of the strongest advocates to keep the show running, but I think this
was a wise decision given the present situation. Covid is a high risk and with the current
outbreaks, lockdowns and the Delta variant, it is a huge unknown. Six months ago who
would have thought there would be such an uncontained outbreak in NSW?
The explanation for the cancellation was “Given the current risks associated with Covid 19
and State lock-downs, and the uncertainty surrounding the running of the event, the
organising clubs have made the difficult decision to cancel the 2022 4WD Spectacular. This
decision has been made with the safety and well-being of our Club Members, Show
Exhibitors, Volunteers and the General Public in mind. While disappointed, we feel that
this is the most responsible course of action at this time.”
Responses on Facebook have ranged from “Soft”, “I’m angry actually”, and “The people
behind this event should hang their heads in shame” to acceptance and understanding. But
what does come through is the misconception that this is a commercial event run either by
(or with the support of) the ACT/NSW governments or as a private commercial
venture. And ‘well-being’ is not just the health-related risk of Covid; it includes financial
risk to all involved, and the stress caused by uncertainty on the people organising the event,
volunteers, and exhibitors who could stand to lose considerable expenses and income in the
event of late cancellation.
The basic fact is that it is a community event run by volunteers from two social not-forprofit organisations, and is staffed by members of those clubs and other volunteer
organisations on the weekend of the show. Neither club can afford the financial risks
involved should the event be cancelled at the last minute (or even within the next few
months), and both have a responsibility to their members. Nor could either club guarantee
that they will get the number of volunteers needed to run the show if Covid is still around in
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any form. Despite the Government’s ambitious plans to have 70% (80%?) of the population
vaccinated by November and open the borders again, there are mixed reports as to whether
this will be achieved. And in the last week there have been increased cases in NSW, over 5
deaths, an outbreak and lockdown in Newcastle, and Victoria has gone back into
lockdown. At the moment it is impossible to guarantee anyone's safety or that it won't
happen here.
Everyone who thinks this is a bad decision should take the time to consider how much
effort is put in by the organising clubs to plan and run the show on a volunteer basis with
limited financial returns. I get that the show brings in a lot of ancillary benefits; promoting
the clubs, promoting responsible 4 Wheel Driving, promoting the region, providing
exhibitors the opportunity to showcase their wares, bringing large visitor numbers to the
region and the resultant boost to the local economy (pubs, hotels, restaurants, tourism
etc). And I get that the exhibitors may lose income from the show being cancelled if it
could have been run, but they could also experience significant losses. But the
event is organised, managed, run and funded by not-for-profit organisations and receives no
external subsidies or funding, and they have a responsibility to their members. So if you
still think this was a bad decision, just answer me one question: “Are you prepared to put in
hundreds of hours of effort for no pay, risk the safety of your loved ones, and take a
$100,000 plus gamble on the show going ahead?” If you are, prove to me Covid is not a
threat, send me the money, and volunteer on the day and we will get it happening. Like I
said, I believe this was a responsible decision and our Committee agreed.
OK. Rant over. So where to from here? We would hate to see the show die. It is a big part
of the club and the local community, but we need to work out what can be done, what we
can risk, and work out how we move forward. Do we just forget the show altogether? Do
we do something completely different? Do we accept the risks once Covid is under control
and go back to the same format? Do we scale back and run a smaller event? Do we change
the focus to a basic Bush Skills? Do we make it a swap meet? Do we fully commercialise
and simply engage event managers to plan and run the show? Do we seek external funding
and partner with commercial organisations? Do we look for greater engagement, support
and funding from the ACT Government and Queanbeyan Council? What are we capable of
running given our resources and priorities? These are all things that need to be considered
and hopefully there is a future for the show.
And that is probably enough from me this month. Sorry it wasn’t a bit more positive. Time
for a Bex and a good lie down (showing my age there?). So, see you on the tracks (when
and where we are allowed) and stay safe! Oh, and can you help me out here? If I’m not
disgruntled, am I gruntled? Andy.
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Letter from the Editor
Well last month was full of developments, not the least of which was the cancellation of the
2022 Spectacular as you will have read in Andy’s piece. My opinion on this having been on
the organising Committee and having personally put in significant hours and effort is that
whilst extremely disappointing the decision was unavoidable given the Covid situation and
escalating risks.
Yours truly has taken another step in the quest to become a bionic man and had my left hip
replaced with a titanium and ceramic one to match the right one I had done eight years ago.
It seems the upgrade bug is not only limited to my fourby.
In happier news, there are a few trip reports from Shakey’s groups exploring the Cotter in
the daytime and at night. Night drives add a new dimension to exploring and worth the
effort to attend when they pop up in the calendar.
The Committee has launched the 2021 Club Raffle to be drawn in December with some
great prizes including a 100Ah lithium battery; ARB twin compressor; Redarc BCDC Dual
Battery Charger; Solar Blanket; ARB Premium Recovery Kit; CTEK Battery Charger;
Tred Pro Recovery Boards; and an ARB gift voucher.
The 4WD Association of NSW and ACT have posted an interesting article on the benefits of
membership which I’ve included for your information and edification.
If you are interested in becoming a ST4WDC Driving Instructor, now is your chance. The
DTU is calling for expressions of interest for the next cohort of six trainee instructors. For
more details see the ad in this edition.
The Social Club is continuing to make arrangements to celebrate the Clubs 45th
Anniversary at Kowen Forest in November. Don’t forget to nominate via the website.
ARB are looking for talented and motivated people to join their sales team in Canberra, so
if you think you have the right stuff or know of someone who has, take a look at the job
advertisement in this edition and get in contact with the Fyshwick store.
That’s enough from me, my fingertips are getting sore and I think I just heard the call for
dinner.. Happy Trails, Matt
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Do you want to become a ST4WDC Driving Instructor?
The Club’s Driver Training Unit (DTU) is intending to commence a new
Trainee Driver Trainer cohort next year. We are seeking to appoint six
trainee driver trainers who are committed to attending all basic driver
training weekends (four a year), the sand and water course weekend, and
basic and intermediate winching weekends (we recognise that we are all
volunteers and unavoidable events arise, but a basic commitment is essential to progress as a cohort). There are also other dedicated trainee training weekends, including advanced driver and difficult terrain training. Validation is through a final weekend which covers demonstration of driving,
demonstration of course delivery, and a theory exam. The minimum time
period to complete the trainee driver training program is over two years,
but individuals and cohorts can take longer before validation. The DTU
aspires to achieve a gender balance within the team, so if you are a lady
driver please consider nominating. To meet the minimum standards required by the club to be approved as a
ST4WDC Trainee Instructor, individuals must:


be a current financial member of the club as determined by the Club’s By-Laws,



have been a financial member of the club as determined by the Club’s By-Laws for a minimum of two (2)
years,



have participated in a minimum of four club trips to Grade 3 standard or higher within the last two years,



apply in writing to the Education Coordinator, and therefore Chief Driving Instructor,



and be approved by the Chief Driving Instructor and the Committee to join the Trainee Program.

Under the guidance and supervision of the club’s Chief Instructor, or their delegated Instructor, a Trainee Instructor will:


provide general assistance during the Driver Training Courses, including Basic Driver Training, Sand and Water, and Basic Winching courses,



assist with the practical demonstration of course content,



present sections of the course theory to students, and



provide practical instruction and guidance to students.

There is a Driver Training Manual provided to Trainees to learn course content and theory delivery.
More information about the program and requirements to be validated as a ST4WDC Driving Instructor can be
found on the website. Go to Training Courses/Education Policy/pages 9 – 11.
If you are interested, please apply in writing to education@ST4WDC.com.au, and could you please confirm that
you


meet the minimum standards



are committed to attending training weekends over the two year period



have read and understood the Education Policy



and can complete the mandatory aspects of becoming a Driving Instructor, including completion of the supplementary driver training courses as outlined in the Education Policy.
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Trip Report - Cotter Night Drive
We met at the servo,
9 cars of fool-hardy
people standing in the
freezing rain thinking
“what the hell are we
doing?”
In no time we were at
the Cotter and airing
down, again in the
freezing rain. Once
we got driving
though, all thoughts
of the cold and wet were gone as we were led along some great tracks with a few tricky
sections to challenge us.
One section was particularly rutted, with the ruts looking twice as deep as they appeared
on the reccy trip a couple of weeks earlier, night making them double in size. The trees
also made that section feel very narrow and tight, but it was great fun to drive.
After a quick break we crossed Paddy’s River and in no time were looking at the lights of
Canberra from Bullen Range, with a small detour resulting in an interesting reverse due to
rocks blocking the track.
All up a great couple of hours drive and thanks to Shakey for organising and leading the
trip.
Cheers, Rob
Nine pre-soaked rigs
met in Coombs on a
dreary Saturday night
run out to the
Brindies. Headed out
shortly after 7:30 and
was in the mud by
8…just out past
the Cotter camp
ground. Shakey
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plotted a wellconsidered path full
of twists and turns on
a variety of tracks and
trails. The mineshaft
track was closed, but
the rest of the drive
was surprisingly
dryish, considering
the recent rains.
Nonetheless, Shakey
was out to impress as
he guided the convoy up a sharp incline and over the hill…only to be confronted with a
makeshift track barrier…a series of boulders. With the push of a button, the Shakeymobile turned rock crawler and made short work of the rocky outcrop. Probably would
have been easier to have used wheels…but the bash plates made do! Challenge
completed…but alas, not for the faint hearted (and underinsured) so the remaining 8 opted
for a better route. Some decent ruts, tight undergrowth and a few creeks meant all drivers
and rigs were given a workout under lights before airing up in the rain at
the Cotter parklands. Thanks to Shakey as always for his time, effort and expertise in
leading the drive…and to all the braved the elements to make it a great drive.
Very grateful for our precious freedom in Canberra. Stay safe!
Brett
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Our Club Sponsors

Mark and Nicole Roberts have been Battery
World Franchisees since 2004. Apart from selling a huge range of batteries they also specialise
in auto electrical service, dual battery systems,
solar installations, plus camper trailer, and van
setups.
They will also come to you and test fit a new
battery to get you on your way ASAP. Their off
-site assistance is available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week and their team have all the equipment they need to check or fit a battery of complete a jump start.
Many of our fantastic sponsors offer Club member discounts.
Please ask at time of purchase.
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Our Club Sponsors

The folks at Monaro Off Road Centre have been long time supporters and members of
our club, and look after the vehicles of many of our members. Michael and Rod can
look after you with all vehicle servicing, repairs, pre-purchase inspections, trip preparation, new car warranty servicing, and a free courtesy car on request. They can supply
and fit accessories from all the well known brands from leading manufacturers.

Welcome to Canberra’s specialist 4x4 & Auto accessories store. Whether it's towbars,
roof racks, or bull bars, we can assist you with all your 4WD and car accessory needs.
Visit one of our Canberra stores and talk to our staff who have a wealth of knowledge on
68 Oatley Court 72 Dundas Court
11 Kembla Street,
9 Kemble Court
Belconnen
Phillip
Mitchell
Fyshwick
6280 6222

6162 3808

6162 1929

6241 5898

Tyres & More is a national network of family-friendly tyre stores, offering you and your
family safety on the road through Quality, Service & Value. Safety and performance on
the road encompasses everything from good tyres to mechanical repairs and services.
Our aim is to offer Australians the most complete car care possible, from tyre needs to
safety examinations and accessories such as child restraints.
Find them at: 79 Newcastle St, Fyshwick. (02) 6280 5906

Many of our fantastic sponsors offer Club member discounts.
Please ask at time of purchase.
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Sales & Service
Australian Campers & Accessories





12v Power Systems
Roof Top Tents
Warranty Work
Insurance Claims

(02) 4624 9911
info@camperact.com.au
Or visit our showroom at 1/9 Maxwell Place, Narellan, NSW
Head Office: Chifley ACT

Many of our fantastic sponsors offer Club member discounts.
Please ask at time of purchase.
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POSITIONS VACANT
Interested in working in the 4WD Industry?
Club Sponsor ARB is currently looking for Salespeople to join their sales team in
Fyshwick
The position offers:
Great opportunity to join an industry-leading organisation
 Permanent, full-time position with dependable hours
 Friendly team environment
 Excellent staff discounts across the ARB Group


ARB are looking for an experienced Salesperson to join their flagship branch in Fyshwick. This
position would ideally suit someone with a sales and administrative background, preferably in
a busy environment, who loves a challenge and has the ability to multi-task. Experience with
4WDing an advantage.
Primarily the role will be responsible for providing sales and after-purchase support to the retail
and wholesale customers within Canberra.

If you are interest please contact:
Mark Dutton or Codie Beattyman on (02) 6280 7475
Southern Trails August 2021
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ST4WDC 2021 Raffle
With support from our generous sponsors the 2021 Club Raffle is on. Details can be found
at: https://www.raffletix.com.au/?ref=vp4kc
Prizes include:
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Trip Report - Explore the Cotter
I enjoyed the short
Sunday cruise
around the Cotter
with scenic views
and a few tracks I
haven’t seen before.
After a challenging
track we had lunch at
Murrays corner
before finishing the
day with a water
crossing, which was
a lot easier for us than the group of bikes we watched passing. Thanks to Darren for
putting up the trip and Mark to guide us on the day.
Cheers, Matthias
We had a great day out, many thanks for organising it, shame you (Shakey) couldn’t join
us. A great day for a quick drive through the Cotter region, ably led by Mark in Shakeydaz’s absence.
Did Mark start the day by turning into the wrong carpark? It wasn’t a positive sign.
Seriously though, was a great little drive through the Cotter area on a lot of tracks I’ve
never been on before, some of which were reasonably technical and would likely be a real
challenge in the wet.
Highlight of the day was watching Paddy’s river claim 3 victims, one number plate and 2
motor bikes, a bit of a
laugh to end the
drive.
Many thanks to Mark
for leading and Rob
for tail end Charlie
duties, but we’ll
never know exactly
how many wrong
turns Mark took, only
he had the map and
directions.
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Cheers, Rob
Great tracks, quick
challenging at times
to the point where I
managed to take the
wrong line and had
an intimate meeting
between a tree stump
and the engine guard.
Needed to dirty the
new recovery gear to
get free. We also
managed to lose the font number plate at the Paddy’s River crossing, good fun but a pain
to have to get new number plates.
Regards, Andy Donnelly
A nice easy day around the Cotter saw us drive the fire trails and a couple of other tracks
on the dam side of the road, followed by lunch at Murray’s Corner. I was surprised at the
amount of regrowth following the fires having not been out that way for quite a while. Of
note for the fisherfolk among us, due to the fires the road to Vanities Crossing is gated at
the concrete ford rather than further along the track, making a walk in to the crossing
much longer than it used to be. After lunch we crossed Paddy’s River and headed uphill
for some great views back to Canberra and across the Cotter Dam. On the return trip a
group on motorbikes attempted to cross Paddy’s River with one making it across dry and
the other two not so fortunate riders setting themselves up for a damp and cold remainder
of their ride. A big thanks to Shakey for organising and to Mark for running the show on
the day!
James Leslie
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Trips and Events
Michael Patrick
Note that COVID-19 and other circumstances may affect this list. Please check
www.st4wdc.com.au and consult with the Trip Leader to confirm details before attending.
Start

End

Type

Grade

Leader

15/08/2021 15/08/2021 Explore cotter tracks

Trip

Grade 3

Darren Miller

15/08/2021 15/08/2021 Rose Pruning Workshop

Social
Event

Not Required Victoria Jewett

18/08/2021 18/08/2021

Activity

Basic Driver Training 4WD Vehicle EvaluaTraining Not Required Bronwyn
tion

21/08/2021 21/08/2021 Cotter night drive
28/08/2021 29/08/2021
1/09/2021

OziExplorer, Hema Explorer Navigational
Workshop

1/09/2021 Power karts expression of interest

8/09/2021 12/09/2021 Safe One Basic Driver Training Course

Trip

Grade 3

Training Grade 3
Trip

Darren Miller
Michael Patrick

Not Required Darren Miller

Training Not Required Bronwyn Squire

18/09/2021 18/09/2021 A track leading back to Yaouk

Trip

Grade 2

Sue Phillips

19/09/2021 19/09/2021 Brindabella Ramble

Trip

Grade 3

Stuart Wallace

25/09/2021 26/09/2021 Brindabella Campout

Trip

Grade 3

Victoria Jewett

Explore the Tracks of Abercrombie River
Trip
Grade 3
Michael Patrick
Nat Park
Running of the Sheep - October Long
4/10/2021
Trip
Grade 1
Stuart Wallace
Weekend
Basic Driver Training 4WD Vehicle Evalua6/10/2021
Training Not Required Bronwyn Squire
tion

25/09/2021 26/09/2021
2/10/2021
6/10/2021

9/10/2021 10/10/2021 Bredbo Christmas Barn and Bredbo Hotel Trip

Grade 2

Sue Phillips

15/10/2021 17/10/2021 Chain Saw Awareness Training

Training Not Required Michael Patrick

15/10/2021 17/10/2021 Muster

Talooge
Grade 3
Muster

Rob Donaldson

15/10/2021 17/10/2021 Off Road Camper Trailer Workshop

Training Grade 3

Glenn Watts

22/10/2021 24/10/2021 Yadbora Flat

Trip

Grade 4

Sue Phillips

23/10/2021 23/10/2021 Lunch at Mcintyre's Hut

Trip

Grade 3

Matt Maddigan

27/10/2021 31/10/2021 Safe One Basic Driver Training Course

Training Not Required Bronwyn Squire
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Start

End

Activity

Type

Grade

Leader

5/11/2021

7/11/2021 Snovember Thermal Pools and Caves

Trip

Grade 3

Darren Miller

7/11/2021

7/11/2021 Brindabella Ramble

Trip

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

12/11/2021 12/11/2021 The golden axxe rnd 4
20/11/2021 21/11/2021

45th Anniversary and Christmas get together in Kowen Forest

Social
Event
Social
Event

Not Required Darren Miller
Grade 1

Sue Phillips

20/11/2021 21/11/2021 Snow Camping Gungarlin River

Trip

Grade 4

Matt Maddigan

27/11/2021

5/12/2021 Vic Alps Walkabout

Trip

Grade 4

Chris Nicholls

27/11/2021

4/12/2021 Vic High Country Ramble

Trip

Grade 4

Michael Patrick

Trip

Grade 2

Lisa Tatem

10/12/2021 12/12/2021 Reef Fishing Trip - Narooma
6/08/2022

7/08/2022 Basic First Aid Training HLTAID003

13/08/2022 14/08/2022 Remote First Aid Training HLRAID005
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Happy End of Financial year! It's the best time of the year for book keepers
like me. I love June 30th.
This extra newsletter is a spur of the moment decision. I had an email last
night from a club that asked for the benefits of membership. That's my job
so it's an easy question to answer. They are thinking about joining ARMA
because the insurance is cheaper, so this is what I sent them today.
Hi There, I will try not to get emotional about this debate. I will just supply the facts as I
see them. I have been reading the website for ARMA, and I have compared it to ours.
There are huge differences;
1. 4WD NSW ACT is all about our members, we showcase our members and our
clubs. The website is there for prospective new members to find a club that they would
like to join. If you have a look you will see that many of our clubs are on the front page
They are there because my focus is on them. Our committee works with Forests and
Parks, Ministers and other government department to benefit our clubs. Our website is full
of reports, newsletters and documents all telling you and the public what has been
achieved by the Association, the Committee, the Clubs and our Members. While ours is
what has been achieved, ARMA’s website is full of what they would like to happen, their
vison, their plans, their aims. There is nothing there about what they have done. It reads
well, but they have been around of 2 years now and I don’t see anything they have done.
2. 4WD NSW ACT is focused on NSW and the ACT. We work on what affects our clubs,
their vehicles and their members. There are challenges of distance and various governing
groups and departments. The task is huge, but we make headway every day, we have a
voice in most industries and locations that impact us. You may have heard that the police
are targeting modified (illegal) 4WDs in various areas around Sydney. We have met with
the Minister and also the head of the Highway Patrol. We get these meetings because of
our good relationships built over many years. We meet with Nationals Parks and State
Forests to gain opportunities for our members. We focus on our state to give our members
the best representation we can. We are spread very thin and this is why I have taken over
so much of the day to day tasks. This allows the Committee to do what it needs to do to
represent NSW and the ACT. While we focus on NSW and the ACT, ARMA has cast its
eye over the entire country. How can any Association make a difference when there is so
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many issues to be addressed. McBrides Beach
comes to mind, they have never mentioned it. It has
been completely missed by them. We have had
multiple Regional Advisory Committee (RAC)
meetings, site visits and Ministers meetings over
this beach. It has been mentioned in Parliament by
the Farmers, Shooters and Fishers Party on our
behalf, and it’s not over yet. This indicates to me
that the current structure of State Associations
looking after state issues is a model that works. We
already have a National body. Four Wheel Drive
Australia, that you are all members of. ARMA is
focused on vehicle modifications in QLD. Where
does that leave the rest of the states when push
comes to shove? The recent articles are all QLD
except for the Ballina petition started by a local
resident on behalf of the Farmers Shooters and
Fishers party and 4WD NSW ACT, that they have
linked to their page.
3. 4WD NSW and ACT is an Association dedicated to Four Wheel Drivers, their
vehicles and the places they go. Our structure supports 4wdriving as a legitimate
recreation and that’s what we work towards. We attend meetings with Ministers and Govt
departments and when we do, we enter with the strength of almost 80 4WD clubs behind
us. We are respected and our opinions are sought out because of the knowledge and the
members we represent. How does ARMA represent scuba divers, horse riders, dirt bike
riders, Hot Rodders, bush walkers and the list goes on. They cannot be all things to
everybody. It’s just not possible. I saw a post a week or so ago. They were so excited that
they got a hot rod club to join up! How do they represent those members? ARMA seems
to spend its time on pre-election promises from all political parties across Australia, that
don’t amount to anything.
4. 4WD NSW and ACT has insurance that is written for 4wdrivers and the recreation
they enjoy. The ARMA website talks about the price for 20/21. They do not have
insurance yet for 21/22. The costs will be advised at a later date.

Taken from the ARMA website today 30.06.21
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Remember, if there is something you don’t like about 4WD NSW ACT INC, ask for
changes, or ask for help. 4WD NSW ACT is here to serve you, it’s what we do.
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https://4wdnow.com/pages/volunteer-sign-up-with-national-parks
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Classified Advertisements
ARB 60L Portable SII Fridge Freezer.
Perfect for family trips or off road touring,
the 60L Fridge Freezer features a low profile to suit roller drawer systems, utes, larger
4WDs, boats and camper trailers. Not required have upgraded to a larger fridge:
$600

Ridge Ryder Snatch Block 4WD 9000kg: $20
Contact Michael: 0412 377 942
m-patrick@bigpond.com
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Classified Advertisements
Navigator Outdoor Storage - Unwanted gift: $50
Ute Bumbag Hilux Full Installation Kit
Never been used clashed with my rear carrier: $100
Contact Michael: 0412 377 942
m-patrick@bigpond.com
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Classified Advertisements
Pair of after market side steps for GU Patrol.
More robust than standard, but not sliders or jacking points.
Good condition. $50.00

Contact: Matt Warmington  0407 562 656  mattwarmo@gmail.com
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Classified Advertisements
2008 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER CAB CHASSIS (DLS 05Y) & TRAYON CAMPER

Extras on vehicle include:
Bull bar, winch and side rails.

Bespoke steel tray, rubber tray mat.

Weather shields left & right.

Air conditioning & dual battery system.

ARB compressor in toolbox.

Full length shelf under tray & ladder rack.

80 Channel Icom CB roof mounted

CODAN H F Radio mounted behind seat.

NOW ARB roof rack.

4 toolboxes under the tray.

Full width tyre box, 2 tyres & tools.

Air bag assist suspension.

Daytime LED running lights.

Tow bar 50 mm SQ, lock, pin and bolt.

5 Mag Rim Highway tyres (continental)

Switched LED reverse / work light.

6 Steel Rim 4WD Cooper Discovery ST

TRAYON extras:
Extra power points & 12-volt outlets.
Corner bolsters & 2 ARB LED lights.
Canvas skirt, fly & awning (not in picture).

High density foam double mattress.
Extra new house batteries.
TRAYON Number 541.

Contact: David Campbell  0431 574 303  dcam77@netspeed.com.au
One owner since new. Cost over $125,000 to assemble. Low Km (under 122,000Km). NSW rego to 12/4/20.
Price Reduced!! - complete: $72,000 ONO (will consider selling the TRAYON separately)
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Club Clothing

The Clothing Store

New Pricing
Polo Shirts:
Chambery Shirts:
Winter Jackets
Hoodies:
Rugby Tops:
Caps:
Bucket Hats:
Beanies:
Badges (magnet):
Badges (pin):

$40.00
$50.00
$85.00
$50.00
$55.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$13.00
$10.00

Club clothing is available at Club Meetings,
or contact Francoise Zaalen-Arbaut at general1@st4wdc.com.au
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